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Pug Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. What is a pug?

A dog species

A cat species

A bird species

2. Where was pug originated?

China

Japan

Thailand
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3. What is pug also known as?

A china doggy

A dutch bulldog

A piggy pug

4. In which century were the pugs brought from China to Europe?

15th century

16th century

17th century

5. What is the color of the pug?

Fawn or black

Brown with white spots

White or ivory

6. What disease do pugs often suffer from?

Diabetis

Eye proptosis

Asthma

7. What is the average lifespan of pugs?

12 years

11 years

8 years

8. Which one of these is a common characteristic of pugs?

Curled tail

Wrinkly, shor-muzzled face

Long and soft fur

9. In which year did the pug become the official dog of the House of Orange?
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1573

1572

1574
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Pug Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. What is a pug?
  A dog species
  2. Where was pug originated?
  China
  3. What is pug also known as?
  A dutch bulldog
  4. In which century were the pugs brought from China to Europe?
  16th century
  5. What is the color of the pug?
  Fawn or black
  6. What disease do pugs often suffer from?
  Eye proptosis
  7. What is the average lifespan of pugs?
  11 years
  8. Which one of these is a common characteristic of pugs?
  Long and soft fur
  9. In which year did the pug become the official dog of the House of Orange?
  1572
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